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An important measure of the development of quantum computing platforms has been the simu-
lation of increasingly complex physical systems. Prior to fault-tolerant quantum computing, robust
error mitigation strategies are necessary to continue this growth. Here, we study physical sim-
ulation within the seniority-zero electron pairing subspace, which affords both a computational
stepping stone to a fully correlated model, and an opportunity to validate recently introduced
“purification-based” error-mitigation strategies. We compare the performance of error mitigation
based on doubling quantum resources in time (echo verification) or in space (virtual distillation), on
up to 20 qubits of a superconducting qubit quantum processor. We observe a reduction of error by
one to two orders of magnitude below less sophisticated techniques (e.g. post-selection); the gain
from error mitigation is seen to increase with the system size. Employing these error mitigation
strategies enables the implementation of the largest variational algorithm for a correlated chem-
istry system to-date. Extrapolating performance from these results allows us to estimate minimum
requirements for a beyond-classical simulation of electronic structure. We find that, despite the
impressive gains from purification-based error mitigation, significant hardware improvements will
be required for classically intractable variational chemistry simulations.
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The prospect of accurately simulating ground states of
quantum systems on quantum hardware has motivated
substantial theory and hardware developments over the
last decade. With fault-tolerant quantum computing in
its infancy [1] and many years from promised applica-
tions [2–8] attention has focused on algorithms requir-
ing only short-depth quantum circuits, such as the vari-
ational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [9–11]. Theoretical
developments in ansatz design [10, 12–16] and measure-
ment optimization [17–22] have enabled small to mid-
scale VQE experiments [14, 23–30]. A key target of varia-
tional quantum algorithms has been the electronic struc-
ture problem in chemistry [10, 14, 23–27, 31]. Such sim-
ulations are challenging to implement on quantum hard-
ware due to a long-range two-body fermionic Hamilto-
nian and stringent accuracy requirements. This makes
it unclear whether a beyond-classical [32] simulation of
chemistry can be achieved without fault tolerance. De-
termining the requirements for such a simulation is a crit-
ical open problem.

The electronic structure problem can be expressed in
models of varying complexity and realism. Quantum
simulations of chemistry within the Hartree-Fock (mean-
field) approximation were implemented for system sizes
up to 12 qubits in [27], and this retains the record for
the largest VQE calculation of a chemical ground state
on quantum hardware. As a next step, one can con-
sider working in the seniority zero subspace of the entire
Hilbert space, which assumes all electrons come in spin-
up or spin-down pairs [15, 33–37]. This has the advantage
of projecting a local fermionic problem onto a local qubit
problem [15]. The S0 ground state is not a priori classi-
cally efficiently simulable [15] (though good approximate
methods are known to exist for many problems [38–40]).
This makes it a good stepping stone beyond Hartree-Fock
towards the full electronic structure problem.

Recent quantum experiments have relied on error mit-
igation techniques [41], which are not scalable like error
correction [1, 42], but promise to substantially shrink ex-
perimental errors. Popular methods are based on post-
selection [43, 44], rescaling [45–48], purification [27, 49–
51] and probabilistic cancellation [45, 52]. Various
schemes and combinations of error mitigation techniques
have been implemented in practice [24, 26–30, 47, 53].
However, many of these methods do not promise to re-
move bias to the level of accuracy needed for useful simu-
lation of chemistry, or remain untested beyond few-qubit
experiments. Shifting from non-interacting fermions to
correlated electronic structure, one loses two error miti-
gation advantages that were crucial to the success of [27]:
efficient density matrix purification via McWeeny itera-
tion [54], and low-cost gradient estimation.

In this work, we mitigate errors accumulated dur-
ing the preparation of electronic ground states in the
seniority-zero space, comparing three different error miti-
gation techniques — postselection, echo verification, and
virtual distillation — on up to 20 qubits of a supercon-
ducting quantum processor. Using either echo verifica-

tion or a new combination of postselection and virtual
distillation, we are able to reproduce the ground state en-
ergy and order parameter for an N = 10-qubit simulation
of the Richardson-Gaudin (RG), or pairing model — the
quintessential model of superconductivity — improving
over the unmitigated estimates by 1 − 2 orders of mag-
nitude. This demonstrates an improvement over classi-
cal pair-coupled-cluster-doubles, and the non-interacting
BCS theory, neither of which are qualitatively correct
over the entire range of coupling values considered. Echo
verification was further able to significantly improve over
postselected VQE for 6- and 10-qubit simulations of the
ring-opening of cyclobutene. While the stringent error
requirements (< 0.05 Hartree) to differentiate between
mean-field and the exact solution could only be achieved
for the 6-qubit case, this still represents the largest VQE
simulation of electronic structure for chemistry to date.

Finally, we considered the scaling of our simulation
of the RG model, using data from simulations at N =
4, 6, 8, 10. We observe a clear difference in the asymp-
totic scaling of the mean absolute error in energy and
order parameter when echo verification or virtual distilla-
tion are applied. From this data, we are able to estimate
the minimum requirements for a beyond-classical VQE
simulation of similar form: a 25× decrease in hardware
error rates (from those observed in this work), a limit of
O(N)-depth for future variational ansatzes, and the need
to pre-optimize ansatzes classically without intermedi-
ate calls to a device. Even if this list of requirements is
achieved, meeting the high level of accuracy required for
the electronic structure problem will pose a serious chal-
lenge, as chemical accuracy is around 60× smaller than
our mean accuracy for the 10-qubit cyclobutene problem.

I. METHODS

A. Simulating the seniority-zero subspace

The seniority of a Slater determinant is the number
of unpaired electrons; thus, the seniority zero (S0) sector
of Hilbert space for an N -electron system in M orbitals
is the space of

(
M
N/2

)
determinants leaving no electrons

unpaired given a particular pairing of the spin-orbitals.
Seniority is not a global symmetry of the electronic struc-
ture Hamiltonian and it is basis dependent; it has been
used as a way to classify determinant subspaces to gen-
erate better approximations for solving the Schrödinger
equation [34–37] and as a starting point for modeling
strong correlations from electron pair states [33].

Supported by the S0 subspace there exists a set of oper-
ators satisfying the su(2) algebra constructed from pairs
of fermion ladder operators and the spatial orbital num-
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ber operator [55]

P †p = a†pαa
†
pβ , Np =

∑
p,σ

a†pσapσ,[
Pp, P

†
q

]
= (1−Np)δp,q , [Np, Pq] = −2Pqδp,q, (1)

where p, q and α, β are orbital and spin indices respec-
tively. These operators form a basis for Hamiltonians
projected into the S0 subspace. The equivalence to
an su(2) algebra means seniority zero models resemble
Heisenberg spin−1/2 models which are easily expressed
as Pauli operators.

In this work we focus on two Hamiltonians to validate
purification-based error mitigation strategies. The first
is the Richardson-Gaudin (RG), or pairing model

Ĥ =

N∑
p=1

εpNp + g

N∑
p 6=q=1

P †pPq, (2)

which is a model for a small superconducting grain
when g < 0 [56–59], but with a g-dependent Debye fre-
quency [57]. The second model is the electronic structure
Hamiltonian (Helec) projected into the S0 subspace

HS0
= PS0

HelecPS0
=
∑
p

(hp,p)Np (3)

+
1

4

∑
p 6=q

(2Vpqpq − Vpqqp)NpNq +
∑
pq

(Vppqq)P
†
pPq.

The all-to-all connected Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
is, in general, not known to be classically solvable,
but good approximate methods exist. This is espe-
cially true for the RG model, which is often inte-
grable [39], well-approximated by density-matrix renor-
malization group [38] and pair coupled cluster techniques
in the repulsive regime, and solvable by quantum Monte
Carlo in the attractive regime (where it has no sign prob-
lem). Pair coupled cluster theory is also known to work
well for the electronic structure problem in the S0 sub-
space [36, 40, 60, 61] while full configuration interaction
quantum Monte Carlo shows a reduced sign problem [62].
As such, although we have strong evidence that the quan-
tum circuits used in this text are not classically simulat-
able (App. B 1), we do not believe directly scaling S0

simulations represents the easiest path to a quantum ad-
vantage in chemistry; this is instead a stepping stone be-
tween a mean field solution and the full electronic struc-
ture problem.

B. The unitary pair coupled cluster ansatz and
energy estimation

In this work we use a Trotterized unitary pair-coupled-
cluster doubles (UpCCD) ansatz [15] compiled into a set
of qubits in a ladder geometry with nearest-neighbor cou-
pling. The ladder ansatz (instead of a generic ring) al-
lows us to efficiently measure terms in the Hamiltonian

GS ==D = pi/2 PhXZ =   PhXZ

Loschmidt echoEVVD (+PS)VQE (+PS)
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FIG. 1. The UpCCD ansatz and its compilation to a 2D
superconducting transmon grid. (top) Decomposition of the
gates used in this experiment to CZ and single-qubit gates.
See supplemental material for details. (second from top, left)
2 × 5 grid with couplers in a square lattice geometry, show-
ing couplers used during the ansatz (ring coupler, purple),
and those used only during measurement (cross-coupler, red).
(second from top, right) 2+1D circuit cartoon of a combined
ansatz and measurement on a 2 × 5 transmon qubit array.
(third from top) Cartoon of error mitigation techniques used
in this experiment. Different circuit pieces are described in the
legend. (bottom) an example 8-qubit echo verification circuit
to measure the expectation value of (X1X7+Y1Y7+Z1+Z7)/2.
Shaded gates at the top and bottom of the qubit array wrap
around the 2× 4 ring.

corresponding qubits that are not physically adjacent
after encoding with a minimal number of swap opera-
tions. When mapped from fermions to qubits the Up-
CCD ansatz has the form

U(θ) =

N∏̀
`

Ue(θ
e,`)Uo(θ

o,`) (4)

Uo(θ
o,`) =

N/2−1∏
n=0

GS2n+1,(2n+2)%N (θo,l2n+1,(2n+2)%N ) (5)

Ue(θ
e,`) =

N/2−1∏
n=0

GS2n,2n+1(θe,l2n,2n+1) (6)

where each GSij(θ
e/o,`
ij ) is a Givens-swap gate corre-

sponding to the product of a Givens rotation gate on
a pair labeled by qubits i and j followed by a swap op-
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eration [15],

GS(φ) =

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

swap

1 0 0 0
0 cos(φ) − sin(φ) 0
0 sin(φ) cos(φ) 0
0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Givens

. (7)

The GS gate corresponds to a coherent partial pair-
excitation (by the angle φ), followed by a pair-swap.
Given a number of layers N` in Eq. (4) and total num-
ber of qubits N there are a total of N`N/2 free param-
eters in the ansatz. To minimize the amount of time
qubits are idle we order the spatial orbitals such that the
Fermi-vacuum is |0101 . . . 01〉–e.g. the restricted Hartree-
Fock state–corresponding to an interleaved list of occu-
pied and virtual orbital labels in ascending energy order.
The Hamiltonian qubit ordering is then chosen such that
when all θ = 0, the Hartree-Fock state for each model
is returned. The alternating swap gate arrangement al-
lows us to couple each occupied pair with each unoc-
cupied pair once in depth N/2 (see App. B 3). Thus,
in this work we set N` = N/2 for all systems. Each
GS(θ) gate is compiled into a product of three controlled-
Z (CZ) gates interleaved with tunable single-qubit mi-
crowave gates (Fig. 1 (top), see App. B 2).

To perform energy estimation on our two S0 models,
expectation values with respect to nearest-neighbor and
non-nearest-neighbor qubits are required. The expecta-
tion value 〈XiXj + YiYj〉 is estimated by performing a
number preserving diagonalization [19, 27] mapping the
expectation value to the difference of 〈Zi〉 and 〈Zj〉. The
ladder geometry allows us to measure all non-nearest-
neighbor pairs across the rungs of the ladder in a similar
fashion at the additional cost of at most one swap op-
eration. The full measurement protocol is detailed in
Appendix B 3. All-to-all coupling is achieved in N cir-
cuits bringing the total number of different circuits to
measure the Hamiltonian’s expectation value to N + 1.
Strategies with fewer numbers of circuits exist, however
they do not allow for post-selection on particle number.

C. Echo verification and virtual distillation

Echo verification (EV), introduced in [51] is an error
mitigation technique that uses two copies of a quantum
state |ψ〉 reflected in time (preparation↔ unpreparation)
to estimate 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 for a unitary O [53, 63]. EV can
be implemented without control gates, given a known
reference eigenstate |φ〉 of O orthogonal to |ψ〉 (here |φ〉 =
|00 . . .〉). To implement (control-free) EV, we act O on
a prepared superposition of |ψ〉 and |φ〉, generated by
acting our UpCCD ansatz on the cat state |00 . . . 0〉 +
|0101 . . . 01〉. Then, we estimate the expectation value

of |φ〉〈ψ| 1 on the resulting state |Ψ〉 = O 1√
2
(|ψ〉 + |φ〉).

The estimation is performed by inverting the preparation
unitary. In the absence of noise, we have

〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉 = 1
2 〈ψ|O|ψ〉e

iφ, (8)

where O|φ〉 = eiφ|φ〉. The expectation value 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 can
be recovered from Eq. (8) as the other terms are known.
The largest effect of noise on the system is to dampen
〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉 → F 〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉, where F is the circuit fi-
delity [51]. We can estimate F independently by remov-
ing O from the circuit, which yields a Loschmidt echo of
the preparation unitary [64]. This is achieved in practice
by removing a virtual Z rotation (see Fig. 1, bottom),
making the estimated Loschmidt fidelity an accurate es-
timate of F . Further EV implementation details can be
found in App. B 4.

Virtual distillation (VD) [49, 50] is an error mitigation
technique that uses collective measurements of k copies
of a state ρ to estimate expectation values with respect to
ρk/Tr[ρk]. VD schemes are based on the observation that
the cyclic shift operator S(k) is easily diagonalized, and
therefore can be measured, which yields e.g. for k = 2

Tr[ρ⊗ ρS(2)] = Tr[ρ2],Tr[ρ⊗ ρS(2)Os] = Tr[ρ2O], (9)

with Os = 1
2 (I ⊗ O + O ⊗ I). S(2) can be simultane-

ously diagonalized with Os when O = Zi by a GS(π/4)
rotation between pairs of identified qubits on the two
registers. For two N/2 × 2 ladders on a square lattice
geometry, this requires one round of swap gates to shift
identified qubits next to each other. Operators O 6= Zi
are measured by rotating to Zi (see Sec. I B) and follow-
ing the above procedure. The virtual distillation circuit
is only 6 two-qubit gates deeper than post-selected VQE.

As the GS(π/4) gate is number-conserving, VD can be
combined with postselection: the global excitation num-
ber

∑
j(Zj⊗I+I⊗Zj) is a good symmetry. This requires

that the state prior to measurement also conserve num-
ber. This is true when estimating 〈XiXj + YiYj〉, but
not when estimating 〈ZiZj〉: when mapping ZiZj → Zi
one can only preserve the parity of the total number of
excitations. In the main text of this work, we will present
results showing VD with postselection only (PS-VD). We
compare VD with and without postselection in App. F 1.

II. THE RICHARDSON-GAUDIN MODEL

We use our UpCCD ansatz to prepare approximate
ground states of the RG model on 10 sites at half-filling
across a range of coupling strengths using parameters op-
timized in noiseless simulations. We achieve half-filling

1 The term |φ〉〈ψ| is not Hermitian, but may be written as a sum
of the Hermitian operators |φ〉〈ψ|+ |ψ〉〈φ| and i|φ〉〈ψ| − i|ψ〉〈φ|.
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FIG. 2. Digital quantum simulation of ground states of the
RG Hamiltonian for 10 spatial orbitals (Eq. (2) and Eq. (10))
on a superconducting quantum device. (top-left) Energy as a
function of the coupling parameter g, for an unmitigated state
preparation [blue circles], and state preparation mitigated by
postselection [red crosses], echo verification [yellow triangles],
and postselected virtual distillation [green squares]. This is
compared to the exact DOCI result [black solid line], and BCS
[purple dashed line] and pCCD [teal dashed-dotted line] clas-
sical approximations. The pCCD results do not converge be-
low a critical value, resulting in their cut-off. (top-right) Log
plot of experimental energy error (ignoring the model error
from the UpCCD approximation). (bottom-left) Many-body
order parameter for the RG Hamiltonian (see text), again
compared to classical models. (bottom-right) Experimental
error in estimating the superconducting order parameter vs
the target state within the UpCCD approximation (again ig-
noring model error). Standard deviation error bars estimated
by propagating variance (Raw VQE, PS-VQE) or bootstrap-
ping (EV, PS-VD), see App. C 2 for details.

by adding a chemical potential to the single particle en-
ergies in Eq. (2);

εp = p− µ, µ =
1

2
(N + 1) (10)

In Fig. 2 (top left), we estimate the prepared states’ en-
ergy with and without error mitigation techniques (see
caption), and compare it to exact diagonalization in
the S0 subspace, also known as double occupied config-
uration interaction (DOCI), and classical pair-coupled-
cluster doubles (pCCD), and BCS solutions. We see that
using EV or PS-VD we are able to reproduce the en-
tire energy curve to high accuracy, which neither pCCD
nor the non-interacting BCS theory can achieve. The ex-

perimental error in the result is the sum of the UpCCD
model error and the experimental error. To disambiguate
the effects of UpCCD model error, in Fig. 2 (top right)
we plot the error between our experimental data and the
UpCCD ground state energy. Postselection consistently
mitigated around half the error present in the raw ansatz.
By contrast, EV demonstrates an average 85-fold and
maximum 460-fold error reduction. PS-VD achieves sim-
ilar performance, with an average 60-fold and maximum
140-fold improvement. The residual error following EV
or PS-VD drifts notably with fluctuations between points
larger than error bars. We attribute this observation to
device drift.

The RG Hamiltonian has a well-known phase tran-
sition in the attractive regime (g ≤ 0) in the thermo-
dynamic limit, which appears in the BCS state at fi-
nite N , but is not present in the true ground state
due to finite size effects [56–58]. This presents an op-
portunity for a variational quantum simulation to de-
termine qualitative features of a quantum Hamiltonian
beyond non-interacting physics. The traditional order
parameter for the BCS state, ∆BCS = 1

N

∑
j〈aj↑aj↓〉,

is zero on the RG Hamiltonian ground state due to
number conservation. However, one can confirm that

∆ = 1
N

∑
j,σ

√
〈n2
jσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2 satisfies ∆ = ∆BCS for

the BCS ground state of the Hamiltonian, giving a many-
body order parameter [57]. In Fig. 2 (bottom left), we
plot experimental estimates of ∆ across the range of g
values considered. In the absence of error mitigation,
though the order parameter dips around g = 0 the true
cusp is not reproduced. Both EV and PS-VD clearly im-
prove over the BCS approximation for g > 0.5, with EV
particularly able to reproduce the cusp at g = 0. The
performance of error mitigation is demonstrated by plot-
ting the error in ∆ against the noise free UpCCD energy
in Fig. 2 (bottom right).

We see all experimental estimates have a slight peak
in error at g = 0. This can be attributed to ∆ being
highly sensitive to error at this point ( ∂∆

∂〈njσ〉 → ∞).

Furthermore, the maximally-mixed state has ∆ = 1, so
decoherence has a larger effect when targeting ∆ << 1.
This contrasts with the error in the energy (Fig. 2 (top
right)), which has a slight dip near g = 0. We attributed
this to the increased contribution from 〈XiXj + YiYj〉 to
the energy when g is far from 0, as ∆ is independent of
these expectation values. The improvement from EV and
PS-VD in estimating the order parameter is slightly less
than that in estimating the energy, with a mean (max)
32-fold (56-fold) improvement from EV, and 18-fold (51-
fold) improvement from PS-VD. We attribute this to the
increased sensitivity of ∆ to noise at g = 0, and the high
performance of the raw results at g << 0 (where depo-
larizing noise has little effect as ∆ ∼ 1).
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FIG. 3. The conrotatory Cyclobutene ring opening path-
way simulated in the seniority zero subspace comparing post-
selected VQE and echo verification (EV) on an optimized uni-
tary pair-coupled-cluster ansatz. From left to right the reac-
tion path corresponds to the ring opening reaction. For the
ten orbital case the unitary pair-coupled-cluster ansatz (eval-
uated in simulation) has less than 1.8×10−4 energy difference
from exact diagonalization in the seniority zero space. The
blue curves correspond to the exact diagonalization of the
seniority zero active space Hamiltonian spanning 10 orbitals
(lighter-broad blue line) and 6 orbitals (darker-narrow blue
line). The red curve is the restricted Hartree Fock (RHF)
mean-field energy. Green points (darker green for 6 qubits
and lighter green for 10 qubits) are the echo verified exper-
imental data while yellow points (darker yellow for 6 qubits
and lighter yellow for 10 qubits) are the post-selected VQE
energies. The 10 qubit VQE data is plotted on a discontin-
uous and different scale to preserve the visual scale of the
reaction energy along the reaction coordinate.

III. CYCLOBUTENE RING OPENING

We further validated scalable error mitigation proto-
cols by simulating the conrotatory ring opening pathway
for cyclobutene in an active space of six orbital and six
electrons and ten orbitals and ten electrons correspond-
ing to a six and ten qubit simulation of the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (3). The mechanism of this ring opening is de-
scribed by the Woodward-Hoffmann rules for pericyclic
ring openings corresponding to the in-phase combination
of the two carbon 2p orbitals when brought together to
form the four-member carbon ring.

The geometries along the reaction path are determined
from a nudged elastic band calculation using density
functional theory (B3LYP) to evaluate forces. The final
structures use a minimal basis set (STO-3G) to generate
the active space Hamiltonians to project into the senior-

ity zero sector. The Woodward-Hoffmann rules are a
type of molecular orbital theory and thus we expect this
reaction to be qualitatively described within mean-field
theory. This is verified numerically for our seniority zero
model where the largest CI coefficient has an average
value of 0.974(9), for six-orbitals, and 0.973(9), for 10-
orbitals, indicating a single-reference system. As such,
our unitary pair-coupled-cluster doubles ansatz targets
the dynamic correlation corrections to the mean-field.

The average post-selected-VQE absolute error is
0.058±0.006 and 0.395±0.023 Hartree for the six orbital
and ten orbital systems, respectively. The average echo-
verified absolute error is 0.011± 0.005 and 0.064± 0.035
Hartree for the six orbital and ten orbital system, re-
spectively, showing a 5.51-fold and 6.12-fold improvement
over post-selected-VQE average error. Comparing to the
raw VQE data, we find a 55.1-fold and 38.4-fold mean er-
ror reduction for the six orbital system and 10-qubit sys-
tem respectively. While there is notable improvement in
energy across the reaction pathway for the 10 orbital sys-
tem the magnitude of the errors is larger than the 0.037
Hartree energy difference between cyclobutene and 1,3-
Butadiene. Furthermore, a visual inspection of Figure 3
indicates high parallelity errors in the 10 orbital system.
Given the error bars on echo verification are smaller than
the parallelity error (point scatter) we attribute the main
source of error to device drift.

IV. OUTLOOK

We have observed the echo verification and virtual dis-
tillation error mitigation protocols suppressing errors by
1-2 orders of magnitude on a range of quantum simu-
lation problems using up to 20 superconducting qubits.
We now consider the requirements for scaling these ex-
periments to the classical intractable regime.

In Fig. 4 (top) we plot the number of experiments
(shots) used in this work to simulate the RG Hamilto-
nian at g = −0.9 (where pCCD does not describe the
system well), and compare this to theoretical estimates
targeting the same model to within a sampling noise of
0.1 a.u. using the experimental fidelities observed for 10
qubits (fidelities taken from Fig. 4 (bottom right)). The
50× gap between theory and experiment for 10-qubit EV
can be attributed mostly to extra circuits used to can-
cel out a background magnetic field (see App. B 4). The
gap for our VD experiment is roughly 3× by comparison.
Assuming the ability to freely weight our shot distribu-
tion, we estimate that for a 50-qubit experiment (as a
proxy lower bound for a beyond-classical quantum com-
putation) using VD or EV, 108 or 109 shots would be
required respectively. This is executable on current hard-
ware in a wall-clock time (see App. D 1) of > 1 hour or
> 10 hours respectively. Including the difference between
experiment and theory at 10 qubits raises the cost of EV
to 5 × 1010 shots, which would require multiple days to
achieve. These numbers do not include the multiplica-
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FIG. 4. Scaling the simulation of the RG model to larger
qubit counts. (top) Number of shots required for convergence
at g = −0.9. Dots give numbers chosen for the experiment,
crosses and pluses give simulated estimations using two types
of term grouping (see App. D 3) using observed fidelities of a
10 qubit experiment. (bottom-left) Experimental energy er-
ror (vs the UpCCD ground state), averaged over all points
studied of the RG model. Error bars show sample standard
deviation, and lines a power-law fit (exponent shown) as a
guide to the eye. (bottom-middle) Experimental error in or-
der parameter (vs the UpCCD ground state), averaged over
all points studied of the RG model. Error bars and lines
same as bottom-left. (bottom-right) Different fidelity met-
rics for post-selected VQE, EV, VD, and Loschmidt echo (see
legend), averaged over all points studied of the RG model.

tive cost of variational optimization (see App. E). Fur-
thermore, the requirements for accurate electronic struc-
ture simulations may be lower than the 0.1 a.u. require-
ment considered here. Methods to pre-optimize varia-
tional ansatzes classically, and applications of VQE to
problems simpler than electronic structure, may thus be
necessary for beyond-classical VQE experiments.

Device coherence presents an additional scaling chal-
lenge. To maintain circuit fidelity F over an O(N)-depth,
fully parallel circuit as N scales from 5 to 50 requires
all error rates to drop by and coherence times to in-
crease by roughly a factor 25 (proportional to O(N2)).
As any reduction in F incurs an O(poly(F−1)) sampling
cost [49, 51], and as F scales exponentially in the er-
ror rate, and as F ∼ 10% for PS-VD (Fig. 4 (bottom-
right)), we see little room for negotiation on this 25×
lower bound. To achieve a 25× decrease in error rate
would require a 50-qubit device with XEB fidelities on
all two-qubit gates ≤ 3 × 10−4. However this analysis
precludes ansatzes with depth O(N2) or higher or sig-
nificantly larger constant factors (in our case, the circuit
depth of the bare VQE is 3N/2). For instance, success-
fully implementing a 50-qubit VQE with ansatz depth

3N2/2 with EV or VD would require error rates to drop
∼ 1000×.

On a more positive note, in Fig. 4 (bottom left), we
plot the absolute error in the energy estimates, aver-
aged across all points in our RG model experiment. The
energy scales sublinearly after applying EV or VD (a
clear asymptotic difference to raw or postselected VQE),
which suggests that a 25× decrease in error rate required
to keep sampling costs constant may yield significantly
higher precision results. A similar gap between EV/VD
and VQE/PS-VQE for estimating the order parameter
can be observed in Fig. 4 (bottom middle); the discrep-
ancy in absolute scaling can be attributed mostly to the
energy scaling as O(N2), while ∆ does not scale with
N . This observation runs contrary to the observations in
Fig. 3, where shifting from 6 to 10 qubits increased the
mean error by a factor 10. Investigating the mean error
in estimating Pauli operators (App. F 2) suggests that
the true scaling lies somewhere in between these values.
If the energy error scales linearly or better with the er-
ror rate per qubit (which is expected from simulations in
Ref. [51]), and scales less than quadratically in N , our
requirement to scale error rates as O(N−2) to preserve
the circuit fidelity F will yield a drop in absolute energy
error as a function of N . Thus, pinning down this scaling
of experimental error with system size and error rates is
a key area for future work.
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Appendix A: Calibration of the processor

All experiments were implemented on a subgrid of a
25-qubit superconducting processor with the Sycamore
architecture. For all methods other than virtual distilla-
tion, a 2×N/2 qubit grid was calibrated to within 0.008
XEB fidelity [32] and 0.008 speckle purity [32]. For vir-
tual distillation, a 4 × N/2 qubit grid was calibrated to
within 0.01 XEB fidelity and 0.01 speckle purity.

We were further required to calibrate the single-qubit
Z-phases accumulated during a CZ gate. This is a well-
documented issue [47, 65], but is complicated in our case
by the addition of microwave gates. These are observed
to bleed into the CZ gate, which made standard Floquet
calibration techniques inaccurate. To solve this issue, we
calibrate CZ gates in-situ. The Givens-swap gate was
altered by, after each CZ between qubits i and j, insert-

ing virtual rotations exp(iZiβ
(j)
i ), exp(iZjβ

(i)
j ) on qubit

i and j respectively. The phases β
(j)
i were calibrated

by running two experiments in series. Firstly, a single
GS(0) = swap gate was implemented between qubits i
and j (with virtual gates inserted); the qubits were pre-
pared in the state |0+〉 measured in the ZX or ZY basis,
or prepared in the state | + 0〉 and measured in the XZ

or Y Z basis. Sweeping β
(j)
i and β

(i)
j gave four datasets

that could be fitted to extract optimal phase offsets. The
resulting gate was then benchmarked by estimating 〈XI〉
and 〈Y I〉 on the state [GS(0)]2k|0+〉 and 〈IX〉 and 〈IY 〉
on [GS(0)]2k| + 0〉, and fitting this to an oscillatory de-
cay curve. Under this benchmark, the initial calibration
typically reduced the accumulated phase per CZ to less
than 30 milliradians. This benchmark was further used
to calibrate, by sweeping βi + βj on pairs i, j that are
being acted on by the same GS gate to remove the re-
maining oscillations. We find in practice that a cubic fit
to 11 datasets is a robust way to perform a final estimate

of βi+βj , with the residual phase less than 5 milliradians
when calibration was successful. If the estimated fidelity
of the resulting GS gate underperformed (> 1.5% error
per CZ gate), qubit or coupler frequencies were reopti-
mized before recalibrating. Calibration was performed in
parallel on sets of CZ gates that were run in parallel dur-
ing an experiment, to mimic the local environment and
compensate for 2-qubit gate crosstalk.

Appendix B: Further details of the UpCCD ansatz

1. BQP-completeness of nearest neighbor
Givens-swap circuits

Here we substantiate the claim that the UpCCD cir-
cuits realized on hardware in this work are in general not
efficiently classically simulable. We do so by construct-
ing a universal quantum gate set on a reduced Hilbert
space (dual-rail encoding) with an O(1) depth overhead.
This construction shows that any nearest neighbor depth-
O(N) circuit on a line of qubits can be mapped to a
depth-O(N) UpCCD ansatz (and circuits with arbitrary
connectivity to a depth-O(N2) UpCCD ansatz), when al-
lowing for the omission of gates (as the identity is not a
GS gate). For this to hold it is pivotal that the GS gate
family includes the swap gate and is thus not a match-
gate.

To demonstrate a universal gate set we use a dual-rail
encoding of one logical qubit into two physical qubits
(onto which theGS gates will act). We use tilde to denote
logical states and operations and set

|0̃〉 := |01〉 (B1)

|1̃〉 := |10〉. (B2)

It is then straightforward to verify by direct computation
that a GS gate acting on two physical qubits belonging to
the same logical qubit can be used to realize the following
logical Hadamard, Pauli, and Pauli rotation gates:

GS(
π

4
) = H̃ (B3)

GS(0) = X̃ (B4)

GS(
π

2
) = Z̃ (B5)

GS(0) ·GS(θ) = R̃Y (θ) (B6)

Logical two qubit entangling gates can be realized by
acting with GS gates on qubits belonging to two different
logical qubits. The c̃not gate can for instance be made
by means of

X̃ X̃ Z̃

Z̃

H̃ H̃

= c̃not (B7)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03576-2
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4091470
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1367-2630/aab919
https://doi.org/10.1088/2058-9565/abb6d9
https://doi.org/10.6028%2Fjres.049.044
https://doi.org/10.6028%2Fjres.049.044
https://doi.org/10.1007/BF02174144
https://doi.org/10.1093/comjnl/7.2.149
https://doi.org/10.1093/comjnl/7.2.149
https://arxiv.org/abs/https://academic.oup.com/comjnl/article-pdf/7/2/149/959725/070149.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/https://academic.oup.com/comjnl/article-pdf/7/2/149/959725/070149.pdf
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and since GS(0) = swap a s̃wap is obtainable by means
of the planar circuit

GS(0)

GS(0) GS(0)

GS(0)

= s̃wap .

(B8)
Since cnot, swap, and the above single qubit gates are
universal for quantum computation, any circuit from a
family recognizing a language in BQP can be represented
as a planar GS gate circuit on twice as many qubits and
with an at most polynomially larger depth.

2. Gate decompositions

To implement the GS(θ) gate on superconducting
hardware requires us to decompose it into native gates.
In our case this is arbitrary single-qubit rotations and
two-qubit number-conserving excitation gates [47]. To
minimize calibration overhead, we limit ourselves to a
fixed two-qubit gate; in all experiments performed this
was a controlled-Z gate. We can write an arbitrary single-
qubit rotation in phased-XZ form [32]

R(αx, αa, αz) = ei(αz+αa)ZeiαxXe−iαaZ (B9)

A GS(θ) gate can be executed at arbitrary θ on qubits i
and j using a combination of 3 CZ gates and single-qubit
rotations

GSi,j(θ) =Ri(
π
4 ,

π
4 , 0) · CZi,j

·Ri(π4 ,
−π
4 , 0) ·Rj(π4 + θ

2 ,
−π
4 , π2 ) · CZi,j

·Ri(π4 ,
π
4 , 0) ·Rj(π4 + θ

2 ,
−π
4 , π2 ) · CZi,j

·Ri(π4 ,
−π
4 , 0). (B10)

Alternatively, if one defines a
√
swap gate to be

√
swap =


1 0 0 0

0 e
−i
π
4√

2
e
i
π
4√
2

0

0 e
i
π
4√
2

e
−i
π
4√

2
0

0 0 0 1

 , (B11)

we can decompose a GS(θ) gate into two
√
swap gates

and single-qubit Z rotations

GSi,j(θ) =
√
swapi,je

i θ2Zie−i
θ
2Zj
√
swapi,j . (B12)

This is similar to the decomposition of a Givens rota-
tion gate into two

√
Iswap and z-rotation gates [27]: the

√
swap and

√
Iswap gates differ by a ei

π
4 ZZ rotation,

which doubles to yield the ZZ term which separates the
Givens and GS rotation (up to a redefinition of angle and
single-qubit Z rotations).

It is further possible to decompose a GS(θ) gate into

three
√
Iswap gates and arbitrary single-qubit rotations,

though the calculation is more involved. We start from
a decomposition of a swap (= GS(0)) gate into three√
Iswap gates

swap =
(
e−i

π
4 (Y I+IY )

√
iswapei

π
4 (Y I+IY )

)√
iswap

(
ei
π
4 (XI+IX)

√
iswape−i

π
4 (XI+IX)

)
(B13)

=
(

exp
[
iπ8 (Y Y + ZZ)

] )
exp

[
iπ8 (XX + Y Y )

] (
exp

[
iπ8 (XX + ZZ)

] )
. (B14)

If we perform a basis rotation on the bracketed terms by exp(iαZ) on the appropriate qubit, we can generate a gate
of the form

G(α) = exp
[
iπ8 (cos(α)Y Y + sin(α)XY )

]
exp

[
iπ8 (XX + Y Y + 2ZZ)

]
exp

[
iπ8 (cos(α)XX − sin(α)XY

]
. (B15)

This function can be expanded to give

G(α) = g1(α)II + g2(α)(XX + Y Y ) + g3(α)(IZ − ZI) + g4(α)ZZ, (B16)
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with gi(α) the following complex functions

g1(α) =
1√
2

{
cos2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 )) + i cos(α) cos(π8 ) sin(π8 )

(1 + i)√
2

+ cos2(α) sin2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 )) + sin2(α) sin2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 ))
}

(B17)

g2(α) =
1 + i

4
√

2
(1 + cos(α)) (B18)

g3(α) =
1√
2

{
sin(α) sin(π8 ) cos(π8 )

(1 + i)√
2

+ i sin(α) cos(α) sin2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 ))

−i cos(α) sin(α) sin2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 ))
}

(B19)

g4(α) =
1√
2

{
cos2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 ))− i cos(α) cos(π8 ) sin(π8 )

(1 + i)√
2

+ cos2(α) sin2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 )) + sin2(α) sin2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 ))
}
. (B20)

This is of the correct form for our desired gate
up to single-qubit Z rotations as long as the
phase on 〈00|G(α)|00〉, 〈11|G(α)|11〉, 〈01|G(α)|10〉 and
〈10|G(α)|01〉 are equal. One can confirm that all have a

phase of ei
π
4 for any angle of α. There remains a residual

phase on the two on-diagonal elements of G(α),

〈01|G(α)|01〉 = g1(α)− g4(α) + 2g3(α)

= A(α)eiφ(α)eiπ/4 (B21)

〈10|G(α)|10〉 = g1(α)− g4(α)− 2g3(α)

= −A(α)e−iφ(α)eiπ/4, (B22)

which can be removed by shifting

G(α)→ eiφ/4(IZ−ZI)G(α)eiφ/4(IZ−ZI). (B23)

The precise value of φ here is

φ = − arctan

{
√

2
(

cos2(π8 )− sin2(π8 ) cos(2α)− 1√
2

cos(α)
)

sin(α) + sin(2α) sin2(π8 )

}
. (B24)

We notice that our formula for g2(α) only takes positive
values. To get the full range of GS(θ), one can finally
send G(α) → eiπ/2ZIeiπ/2IZG(α)eiπ/2ZIeiπ/2IZ (again
at no extra cost), and solve for sin(θ) = 2g2(α).

3. Scheduling details

A key advance in this work was the development of a
mapping of our UpCCD ansatz to a 2D grid with local
connectivity, such that a) the entire ansatz could be im-
plemented in depth N/2 GS gates, and b) all XiXj+YiYj
terms could be estimated using only N unique mappings.
In this section, we explain this mapping in more detail
and prove both a) and b) true.

Let us first expand the discussion of the implementa-
tion of the UpCCD ansatz. The standard UpCCD ansatz
takes the form

U(θ) = exp

{ ∑
p∈unocc,q∈occ

θpqa
†
pαa
†
pβaqαaqβ − h.c.

}
,

(B25)
which when mapped to qubits in the S0 approximation,
becomes

U(θ) = exp

{ ∑
p∈unocc,q∈occ

θpqXpYq − h.c.

}
. (B26)

This in turn can be Trotterized to a product of co-
herent pair excitations exp(θpqXpYq − h.c.). As men-
tioned in the main text, the effect of a single GS gate
(Eq. (7)) in the fermionic picture is to implement a sin-
gle coherent pair excitation between the spatial orbitals
assigned to qubits i and j, and then to swap the or-
bitals. This means a given orbital is not assigned to a
fixed qubit throughout the experiment. For our imple-
mentation of the UpCCD ansatz (see e.g. Fig. 1, bot-
tom) GS gates are applied in layers: between qubits
i, j = 2n, 2n + 1 during an even-numbered layer, and
between qubits i, j = 2n+ 1, (2n+ 2)%N during an odd-
numbered layer (for n = 0, . . . , N/2− 1). We claim that,
at half-filling, any initial assignment of occupied orbitals
to odd-numbered qubits and unoccupied orbitals to even-
numbered qubits will cause N/2 such layers to implement
a Trotterized form of Eq. (B26). To see this, note that
during an even-numbered layer, orbitals sitting on even-
numbered (odd-numbered) qubits shift to the right (left)
around the ring of qubits, and vice-versa during an odd-
numbered layer. This in turn implies that the empty
orbitals, that are initially assigned to an even-numbered
qubit, will only ever move to the right around this ring as
the ansatz proceeds, as they will be assigned to an odd-
numbered qubit on odd-numbered rounds. Likewise, the
filled orbitals will only ever move to the left around this
ring. As an occupied orbital must cross (and thus interact
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with) every unoccupied orbital before it encounters the
same one twice, this implies that the first N/2 layers of
our UpCCD ansatz will yield precisely the (N/2)2 coher-
ent pair excitations between each unoccupied and each
occupied orbital, as required. (This is demonstrated for
10 qubits in Fig. 5[top].)

Let us now consider the measurement of non-local
XiXj + YiYj terms as performed in this work. As men-
tioned in the main text, these are diagonalized on a pair
of orbitals i, j via a GS(π/4) rotation, which necessitates
the orbitals be on neighbouring qubits. The GS(π/4) ro-
tation maps the operators Zi, Zj → D+

ij , D
−
ij , where we

define

D±ij =
1

2

[
Zi + Zj ±

(
XiXj + YiYj

)]
(B27)

As we implement our ansatz on a 2 × N/2 grid, qubit
i is not only connected to qubit (i ± 1)%N ; the cross-
links in the grid connect qubit i and qubit N − i − 1.
Moreover, note that our ansatz remains unchanged if we
perform the cyclic permutation i → (i + k)%N ; that is,
we shift our orbital assignments, and all ansatz gates and
parameters, around the ring of qubits. (Note that this
technically swaps the definition of even and odd layers
when k is odd: after this permutation the first layer of GS
gates will be between qubits i, j = 2n+ 1, (2n+ 2)%N .)
Following this permutation, cross-links will connect the
orbital that was on qubit i to that which was on qubit
[N − (i+ 2k)− 1]%N . One can confirm that by running
over k = 0, . . . , N/2 − 1 we find N/2 cyclic permuta-
tions, such that each occupied orbital is coupled to each
unoccupied orbital by a cross-link for exactly one per-
mutation. With just the cyclic permutation operation
and no additional swap gates, this gives N/2 unique cir-
cuits that allow for measurement of all D±ij where i is
occupied and j unoccupied. To obtain the circuits that
couple occupied orbitals to occupied orbitals (and un-
occupied to unoccupied), we require an additional layer
of swap gates. (This is unavoidable given our initial
ansatz ordering: all occupied qubits are connected by an
even number of couplings, so a further direct coupling
would yield an odd-order cycle, which does not exist on
a square lattice.) After each permutation k above, we
perform swaps between qubits l + (k%2), l + (k%2) + 1
for 0 ≤ l < N/4. One can confirm that this yields N/2
circuits such that a coupling between any pair of occu-
pied orbitals can be achieved in one such circuit. (In this
second set of circuits, some qubits are not coupled, and
were not used to estimate expectation values in this ex-
periment.) This can be confirmed by a visual inspection
of Fig. 5[bottom]. Code that implements this scheduling
has also been uploaded to ReCirq [66].

4. Scheduling of EV circuits

In this section we outline the additional experimen-
tal details required to implement EV in this work. We
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Virtual rotation during compilation, with swaps

FIG. 5. Detail of the scheduling of pair excitation interac-
tions during the UpCCD ansatz, and measurement schedul-
ing. (top) The physical rotations during the execution of
swap layers of the UpCCD ansatz, showing that all occu-
pied (even index) and all unoccupied (odd index) orbitals are
coupled (purple squares) at some point during the ansatz.
(middle) After executing the UpCCD ansatz we have not used
the cross-couplers (red squares), allowing us to virtually ro-
tate the entire grid during compilation for the purposes of
measurement. This virtual rotation allows all occupied and
unoccupied orbitals to be coupled at some step, without any
increase in circuit depth. (bottom) The virtual rotation can-
not however, bring two occupied or two unoccupied orbitals
to nearest-neighbour qubits so that they may be coupled. To
achieve this, we require an extra round of swaps (red dashed
boxes). One can confirm that across the middle and bottom
layers, all pairs of qubits are coupled in at least one configu-
ration.
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implemented control-free EV for O = Zi, or ZiZj , or
D+
ij(Eq. (B27)), using a vacuum reference state |φ〉 =

|00 . . .〉. We prepare the superposition 1√
2
(|ψ〉 + |φ〉)

by acting the UpCCD ansatz circuit (Eq. (4)) on the
cat state 1√

2
(|0000 . . .〉 + |0101 . . .〉) (see Fig. 1[middle,

’Echo verification’] and Fig. 1[bottom]). Then, all op-
erators O were implemented by compiling them to a
virtual Z rotation on a single qubit. Finally, to mea-
sure 〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉, we inverted the UpCCD circuit and cat
state preparation. This maps the desired matrix element
|φ〉〈ψ| → |0〉〈1| ⊗ |00 . . .〉〈00 . . . |, allowing its measure-
ment via single-qubit rotation on a single ’measurement’
qubit, and readout of all qubits in the computational ba-
sis. (Reading out all qubits is essential, as we record an
estimate of 0 for the measurement of 〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉 unless
all qubits other than the measurement qubit read out 0.)

Our implementation of O as a virtual Z rotation al-
lows us to replace O → Oα = cos(α) + i sin(α)O to re-
move our susceptibility to a uniform background mag-
netic field eih

∑
j Zj . Such a field transforms Eq. (8) to

1
2 〈ψ|O

α|ψ〉ei(φ+hN/2); fitting this to three points of α al-
lows us to simultaneously estimate h, the fidelity F , and
〈O〉. (This is preferable to independent calibration as h
fluctuates with a 1/f spectrum.)

Some further experimental optimization was made for
the EV circuit that was not available for the VQE or
VD circuits. Many of the gates in the final EV circuit
[Fig. 1, bottom] cancel to the identity, as the second half
of the circuit is the inversion of the first half. We iden-
tify and prune these to increase the overall circuit fi-
delity, and insert echo pulses into the resulting empty
space. We further compile an echo pulse for the en-
tire second half of the EV circuit [this can be done as
XX · GS(θ) · XX = GS(θ)]. To unbias readout, we
measure the single measurement qubit in the ±X and
±Y bases. This, combined with the additional circuits
to remove a background magnetic field, raises the total
number of circuits to 12N2 (6N2 + 6N) to estimate the
expectation value of our chemistry (RG) Hamiltonian.
Shots were distributed across these circuits following the
term weight in the Hamiltonian with some additional
restrictions imposed by classical readout hardware (see
App. D 3).

Appendix C: Data processing

1. Optimal linear combinations of non-independent
expectation values

Once we have used our variational ansatz to prepare an
approximation ρ(θ) ∼ |ψ(θ)〉〈ψ(θ)| to the ground state
of our target problem, it remains to measure the quan-
tum device to estimate the energy (or other properties of
the state). As our devices are heavily coherence limited,
rather than attempting to perform this estimation in a
single shot, we write our Hamitonian as a sum of simpler

terms

H =
∑
i

ciQi, (C1)

and estimate the expectation value of each such term

E = Trace[Hρ] =
∑
i

ciTrace[Qiρ]. (C2)

(Note that we are not placing any restrictions on Qi at
this point.) The method in which we estimate Trace[Qiρ]
will depend on which error mitigation methods are being
implemented. However, all schemes will return a set of
estimates of Trace[Qiρ] with a covariance matrix

Σi,j = Covar
[
Trace[Qiρ],Trace[Qjρ]

]
. (C3)

In this experiment, it turns out that our choice of {Qi}
will not be linearly independent. The reason for this
is post-selection: we desire our choice of {Qi} to al-
low us to measure Sz =

∑
i Zi for each experiment. To

achieve this, we measure the operators Zj , ZjZk, and D±jk
(Eq. (B27)), but D+

jk + D−jk = Zj + Zk. This leaves us
with a degree of freedom in our choice of ci that we may
optimize upon, once a dataset is taken.

In order to choose ci, we perform a constrained La-
grangian minimization. Our target cost function is the
variance on the estimate in Eq. (C2)

Var(E) =
∑
i,j

ciΣi,jcj , (C4)

subject to Eq. (C1) as a constraint. Let us fix some
linearly independent basis of operators {Pj} (e.g. Pauli
operators), and we can write H =

∑
j hjPj , and Qi =∑

j qi,jPj . (As Pj is a basis, we have no freedom in our

choice of hj or qi,j .) Our constraints then take the form∑
i

ciqi,j = hj . (C5)

This can be written as a Lagrange multiplier, yielding a
Lagrangian

L =
∑
i,j

ciΣi,jcj −
∑
j

(∑
i

ciqi,j − hj
)
λj . (C6)

Differentiating with respect to ci and setting equal to 0
yields (using the fact that Σi,j is a positive matrix)

2
∑
j

Σi,jcj −
∑
j

qi,jλj = 0→ cj . (C7)

Recognising this as a vector equation, as the matrix Σ is
invertible we have

c =
1

2
Σ−1qλ. (C8)
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Here, λ, c are vectors containing the λj and cj compo-
nents, and q and Σ are matrices containing the qi,j and
Σi,j components respectively. Substituting this into our
Lagrangian yields

L = −1

4
λT qTΣ−1qλ + λTh. (C9)

Then, differentiating with respect to λ (and using the
fact that qTΣ−1q is Hermitian), we have

qTΣ−1qλ = 2h→ λ = 2(qTΣ−1q)∗h (C10)

→ c = Σ−1q(qTΣ−1q)∗h, (C11)

where here, ∗ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
of a matrix.

In practice, though we find that this produces low-
variance estimates, it is unstable to uncertainty in our
estimate of Σ. As such, we set Σ = I for the purposes
of determining c (which corresponds to assuming that all
uncertainties are equal and all covariances are 0). This
yields

c = q(qT q)∗h. (C12)

2. Error propagation and bootstrapping

The exact form of the error for raw and post-selected
VQE is well-known. The covariance between estimates of
the expectation value of two reflection operators Pi and
Pj , estimated simultaneously from M repeated prepara-
tions and measurements on a target state, is given by

Covar[〈Pi〉〈Pj〉] =
〈PiPj〉 − 〈Pi〉〈Pj〉

M
. (C13)

The resulting number can be substituted into the prop-
agation of variance formula described in App. C 1 above
to get an estimate of the variance in energy, whilst errors
in order parameters can be obtained by propagation of

variance through (∆ = 1
N

∑
j,σ

√
〈n2
jσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2)

∂∆

∂〈njσ〉
=

1

2N

1− 2〈njσ〉√
〈njσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2

(C14)

Var[∆] =
∑
jσ

1

2N

(1− 2〈njσ〉)2

〈njσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2
Var[〈njσ〉]. (C15)

We note that this diverges when 〈nj,σ〉 → 0, 1, which is
what happens at g = 0 when ∆ → 0. We suggest that
this explains the peak in the observed experimental error
in the order parameter around g = 0 somewhat.

The experimental covariances (Eq. (C13) for raw and
postselected VQE when i 6= j were corrupted during data
taking; these terms were set to 0 when generating error
bars for Fig. 3 and Fig. 2. As said error bars are neg-
ligible due to the large number of samples used in this
experiment, more complex recovery procedures will not
noticeably change the figures.

For echo verification and virtual distillation, the formu-
las for variance are more complicated (the form derived
in Ref. [63] is not appropriate here due to our fitting to
remove a background magnetic field). Instead, error bars
were determined by bootstrapping the raw data (resam-
pling with replacement and taking the sample standard
deviation) over 100 and 25 samples respectively. This
was made complicated due to data loss during the the
EV experiment. Arrays were stored of the verified ex-
pectation value of X and Y on the measurement qubit;
this is insufficient to recover the shot distribution, as the
EV measurement can return three values; +1, −1, and
0 [51]. Counts M+, M−, and M0 of these values were
approximated from these expectation valus using the es-
timated EV fidelity FEV and the fact that in the absence
of error

M0

M
= 1− |〈U〉|2, (C16)

where U is the operator to be estimated via EV, and M =
M+ +M +−+M0. Assuming the fraction 1−FEV fails
verification, we have M0 = M(1 − FEV|〈U〉|2), and M+

and M− may be then distributed so that (M+−M−)/M
is the observed expectation value on the measurement
qubit. (This can result in M+ < 0 or M− < 0, in which
case we reduced M0 →M0−2 min(M+,M−), M+,M− →
M+ + min(M+,M−),M− + min(M+,M−).)

Appendix D: Quantum run time estimation

In this section, we estimate the cost of running our
quantum experiments in terms of number of experiments
(shots) and the wall-clock time. This is done in terms
of established theoretical cost estimates [12, 67], which
allows us to compare between this and what was imple-
mented in the actual experiment in Fig. 4 (top). This
is further necessary for the tuning of hyperparameters of
the variational optimizers we will present in App. E.

1. Wall-clock model

The cost of running a set of experiments on real-world
hardware in terms of the actual time spent or wall-clock
time is not a linear function of the number of samples
used. We can estimate the wall-clock time as a function
of three parameters. First, the number a of calls to the
device from the computed executing the Cirq code. Sec-
ond, the number b of distinct circuits the device needs
to execute. Third, the total number of shots c spend
over all calls and distinct circuits. We found empirically
that for the device used the time for a call to the de-
vice from Cirq is about 1s. In each call, a batch of dis-
tinct circuits can be sent to the device for execution but
re-programming the device to execute a different circuit
takes 0.042s. When estimating energy expectation val-
ues or order parameters, all circuits that need to be ex-
ecuted are known in advance and thus can be sent in a
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single batch. However, during variational optimization,
depending on the optimizer used, at least one call to the
device per epoch is needed, because the quantum circuits
to be executed next depend on the step taken by the opti-
mizer, which in turn depends on the measurement results
of the first batch. This needs to be taken into account
when comparing the performance of different optimizers.
The time per shot was found to be 1 ∗ 10−5, essentially
independently of the circuit depth (probably because it
is dominated by readout, reset, and time needed by the
control electronics). The number of shots c of a circuit
can currently only be set for a batch as a whole, which
in practice limits our ability to distribute shots in a way
that would minimize the variance of the resulting esti-
mator. The total wall-clock time this takes the form

twall = a ∗ 1s+ b ∗ 0.042s+ c ∗ 5 ∗ 10−5s (D1)

2. Hamiltonian decomposition schemes

In this section we define the different options chosen
to decompose a Hamiltonian into terms Qi for measure-
ment. We are free to group the measurement of all Qi
terms together, as long as they commute and an appro-
priate diagonalization circuit is found. For our numerics,
we study the following measurement strategies:

• Termwise — we take individual Pauli operators
Qi ∈ {Zj , XiXj , YiYj , ZiZj}, and measure each Qi
using an independent measurement circuit.

• XX + Y Y — we first measure all Qi ∈ {Zj , ZiZj}
in a single-shot measurement. Next, we measure
Qi ∈ {XjXk+YjYk}, grouping disjoint pairs j, k to-
gether into N sets following the scheduling outlined
in Sec. B 3. This mostly matches the scheme used
for the estimation of expectation values Raw VQE,
PS-VQE and PS-VD in Fig. 2, and the scheme used
for the PS-VQE estimates in Fig. 3.

• XX + Y Y + IZ + ZI — here, we draw Qi ∈
{Zi, ZiZj , D+

ij} (D±ij is defined in Eq. (B27)), and
measure each term separately. This matches the
measurement scheme used for EV. As the oper-
ators chosen are Hermitian and unitary, the EV
variance is equivalent to the standard tomography
variance [63]. By choosing only D+

ij and not adding

D−ij to our set of measurements, the set {Qi} be-
comes linearly independent, and so the relative co-
efficients ci (Eq.(C2)) are fixed.

Some notable differences occur between the numerical
estimates made here and those implemented on hard-
ware. (Ultimately the number of shots in the experi-
ment was chosen to be low enough that the experimen-
tal error mostly dominated, rather than being optimized
based on preliminary calculations.) In the experiment,
additional estimates of Zj + Zk were extracted along-
side each measurement of XjXk + YjYk and combined

using the techniques outlined in App. C 1. Each circuit
was repeated with and without an additional π pulse on
all qubits to unbias readout noise. In the experiment,
the shot distribution was chosen to be uniform for VQE
(40,000 per circuit) and VD (100,000 per circuit). (One
can observe in Fig. 4 that an excess of shots was taken in
both cases.) For EV, shots were distributed according to
the relative weight of Qi in the Hamiltonian. However,
this was made more complicated by a technical require-
ment that all shots executed in a single batch must have
the same number of repetitions. To accommodate this,
the number of shots used to estimate a single Qi was
rounded up or down to be an integer multiple of a fixed
base (40000). Furthermore, as mentioned in App. B 4,
when performing EV to estimate each Qi, 12 unique cir-
cuits were run to cancel out a background magnetic field
and depolarize readout noise.

3. Shot distribution

Once the decomposition of the Hamiltonian is decided,
the variance of the resulting energy estimator further de-
pends on how the available shot budget is distributed
over the Qi (or the jointly measurable groups of Qi).
In principle, estimates of the (co-)variances from a small
number of shots, from previous measurements at close by
VQE parameter values according to (C13), or in adaptive
schemes can be used to distribute shots in an asymptoti-
cally optimal way to reduce the variance. In practice, one
is limited by the overhead of calling the device and lim-
itations in setting the shots for individual circuits inside
a batch (see Section D 1).

In our estimates we assume the ability to allocate shots
per distinct circuit (and not only on a per-batch basis)
but only consider the two non-adaptive shot distribution
schemes that need no input from the quantum computer:

• Uniform Distribution — distribute the total shot
budget per expectation value uniformly over the
term groups, i.e., spend the same number of shots
on each group of Qi that are measured jointly ac-
cording to the decomposition scheme.

• According to term group weights — the total shot
budget is distributed proportional to the coeffi-
cients |ci| in Eq. C2. In the case that multiple
Qi are measured, shots are distributed according
to [

∑
i |ci|2]1/2. This is optimal in case the vari-

ances of all Qi are equal and covariances vanish
[17]. (Note that as the three measurement strate-
gies measure only linearly-independent operators,
the |ci| can be fixed prior to measurement.)
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FIG. 6. Number of shots (top) and wall-clock time (bottom)
required to estimate the ground-state energy of the RG Hamil-
tonian at g = −0.9 to within 0.1a.u.. Estimates were obtained
by standard Lagrangian optimization [67] using term distribu-
tions defined in App. D 3 and measurement strategies defined
in App. D 2. Wall-clock time model is described in App. D 1.
The orange and green data points for the XX+Y Y +IZ+ZI
scheme with and without EV coincide.

4. Wall-clock time extrapolation to large system
sizes

Using the protocol described in the previous sections,
we are able to estimate the cost of measuring the RG
model at g = −0.9 to within 0.1 a.u. as we enlarge
the system size, while optimizing our shot distribution
(App. D 3) for the wall-clock time (App. D 1). In Fig. 6,
we plot the cost in terms of the number of shots (top) and
in wall-clock time for superconducting hardware (bot-
tom). Estimates are performed for N = 6, 8, 10, 12; given
good fit to a line on a log-log plot and that a powerlaw
scaling is expected, we are able to extrapolate this to
larger system sizes. This data was combined with fidelity
estimates for a 10-qubit system (Fig. 4[bottom-right]) to
yield the curves in Fig. 4[top].

Appendix E: Variational optimization of a 6-qubit
experiment

1. The Conjugate Model Gradient Descent
optimizer

The large number of evaluations needed for ansatz pa-
rameter optimization on quantum hardware is a major
impediment towards keeping the cost of variational al-
gorithms (in terms of wall-clock time) manageable. To
mitigate the overhead incurred by sending jobs to and
receiving results from a device (see App. D 1), it is bene-
ficial if the optimizer can request a batch of cost-function
evaluations at once before making a step. In [68], surro-
gate model based optimizers were found to have good
performance under this constraint. Here, a quadratic
model function was fitted to present and past expecta-
tion value estimates in the vicinity of the current ansatz
parameter vector. Then, after making a step, a batch
of circuits corresponding to points in the vicinity of the
new parameter vector were evaluated and the stepping
procedure repeated. In this appendix we develop a natu-
ral extension of this procedure, by combining it with the
conjugate descent algorithm.

The Conjugate Model Gradient Descent optimizer is a
surrogate model-based optimization algorithm, with the
additional improvement that the gradient which is ex-
trapolated from fitting a quadratic model to the cost
function, is used in the framework of conjugate gradi-
ent descent to make a step in the parameter space. The
Conjugate Gradient Descent method was developed by
Hestenes and Stiefel in [69]. For the special case of
quadratic cost functions over an n dimensional space,
conjugate gradient methods can be proven to converge
in n iterations [70]. In practice the conjugate gradient
method is found to work well for cost functions that
are locally approximately quadratic. This is an assump-
tion one anyway needs to make when using quadratic
model based optimizers and thus makes it natural to
combine conjugate gradient descent and quadratic sur-
rogate model based optimizers with quadratic model
functions. In conjugate gradient descent the steps are
taken in the direction of the so-called conjugate gradi-
ent sn = gn + βnsn−1, where gn is the gradient (in our
case the one of the quadratic model fitted to the samples
around the current position) and βn is a scaling factor.
The formula for the n-th iteration scaling factor is given

in [71] as: βFRn =
gTn gn

gTn−1gn−1
. With s0 = g0 fixed for the

first step of the algorithm.

In Alg. 1, we present our Conjugate Model Gradient
Descent algorithm. We assume in this algorithm access to
a (noisy) oracle to the target function f to be optimized.
In practice, this is given by a call to a quantum device
with a target error, that must be made small enough to
enable convergence.
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Algorithm 1 Conjugate Model Gradient Descent

Input:Initial point x0, learning rate γ, sample radius δ, max-
imum iterations n, number of evaluations per iteration k, rate
decay exponent α, stability constant A, sample radius decay
exponent ξ, tolerance ε, oracle for function f .

1: Initialize lists L, L’
2: Initialize a list G
3: Initialize a list H
4: Let x ← x0
5: for m in 0. . . n do
6: Let δ′ ← δ/(m+ 1)ξ

7: Sample k points uniformly at random from the δ′-
neighborhood of x to generate a set S

8: for each x′ in S ∪ {x} do
9: Add (x′, f(x′)) to L

10: end for
11: Clear list L′

12: for each tuple (x′, y′) in L do
13: if |x′ − x| < δ then
14: Add (x′, y′) in L′

15: end if
16: end for
17: Fit f(x) = xTAx + bx + c ∼ y to the points (x, y) in

L′ using least squares linear regression.
18: Let gm be the gradient of f at x (i.e. gm = b).
19: if |gm| < ε then
20: return x
21: end if
22: if m = 0 then
23: Let h0 ← g0
24: else
25: βm ← gTmgm/g

T
m−1gm−1

26: hm ← gm + βmhm−1

27: end if
28: γ′ = γ/(m+ 1 +A)α

29: Add gm to the list G
30: Add cgm to the list H
31: Let x← x− γ′ · hm
32: Let m← m+ 1
33: end for
34: return x

2. Hyperparameter tuning

For all experiments shown in the main text, parameters
were obtained by a noiseless simulation using L-BFGS-
B, starting from θ = 0. We find that in the absence of
experimental noise, gradient-based optimizers such as L-
BFGS-B converge well to an optimal solution. However,
this is not the case in the presence of experimental or
sampling noise, which can make many estimators unsta-
ble. This has lead previous efforts towards stochastic-
based [28] or model-based [27] optimizers, including the
Model Gradient Descent optimizer that we have based
our conjugated Model Gradient Descent algorithm upon
in the previous section.

The hyperparameters used in the Conjugate Model
Gradient Descent algorithm were either chosen through
an intuitive approach due to their physical meaning, such
as the sample radius due to the parameters being per-
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FIG. 7. In this figure, the distance between the energy that
was calculated in the noiseless regime by the L-BFGS-B op-
timizer is plotted over the wall-time required to reach such
resolution. The system displayed is a RG Hamiltonian for 6
qubits, with a coupling constant of g = −0.9, consisting of
10 runs and the lines being the average of those runs for the
Conjugate Model Gradient Descent (CMG) and the Model
Gradient Descent (MG) found in [68].

turbed by a random variable from [-0.25,0.25] and the
maximum number of iterations to stay within reasonable
wall-time, or via grid search for the rest of the hyper-
parameters, ensuring they are good enough to work for
the variety of cases examined while avoiding overfitting.
Explicitly, the hyperparameters used are included in Ta-
ble I:

Hyperparameter Values Used

Sample radius δ 1.0
Learning rate γ 0.15

Stability constant A 0
Sample number k 0.409(N + 1)(N + 2)

Sample radius decay exponent ξ 0
Rate decay exponent α 0.2
Maximum evaluations n 12

TABLE I. Hyperparameters for the Conjugate Model Gradi-
ent Descent optimizer during the experiment, where N is the
number of parameters in the optimization. These were also
used in the later comparisons with Model Gradient Descent,
to gauge performance in equal footing.

The hyperparameters we chose work equally well for
Model Gradient Descent, as well our Conjugate vari-
ant. We found that the conjugate method can sometimes
speed up convergence or help prevent getting stuck in lo-
cal minima. We illustrate this with two examples: In
Fig 7 how Conjugate Model Gradient Descent has the
ability to speed up in case the initial learning rate was
chosen to be too small. In Fig. 8 we show an example
of hyper parameters for which Conjugate Model Gradi-
ent Descent is able to converge to a lower minimum than
plain Model Gradient Descent.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the two variants of the Model Gradi-
ent Descent optimizer, where in this case the number of sam-
ples used to construct the quadratic model one uses is higher,
namely k = 4(N + 1)(N + 2), allowing for the performance
difference of the two optimizers to become more pronounced,
with Conjugate Model Gradient Descent managing to consis-
tently converge at better parameters, while Model Gradient
Descent gets stuck in a local minimum, averaged over 10 runs
for each optimizer, for 25 maximum iterations.

3. Experimental results

We test the hyperparameter-tuned Conjugate Model
Gradient Descent algorithm on the problem of optimiz-
ing the UpCCD ansatz for the ground state of the RG
Hamiltonian at a coupling g = −0.9. In order to demon-
strate convergence, we perturb our ansatz parameters
from values optimized on a noiseless classical simulation
(using the L-BFGS-B optimizer as described above), by
a random variable drawn from [−0.25, 0.25]. From this
point, Conjugate Model Gradient Descent converged in
9 iterations with each iteration requiring 46 calls to the
cost function (414 calls total). We observe that the opti-
mizer successfully finds an energy below the initial point
(0.07a.u.), which demonstrates the well-known VQE abil-
ity to mitigate coherent noise [9, 10]. This improvement
is reflected in the results mitigated with echo verification
as well, which demonstrated a 0.04a.u. reduction in error.
However, this is a relatively small reduction compared to
the overall error observed. We note that this is a signifi-
cantly higher error than that observed in Fig. 12, which
we attribute to poor calibration on the day. If the abso-
lute gain in energy was replicated in Fig. 12, this would
account for ∼ 40% of the overall error. However, the
relative gain in error in this case was only ∼ 10%. Ul-
timately, as the cost of optimization was already signifi-
cant enough for this 6-qubit example, and as the number
of calls for Conjugate Model Gradient Descent scales as
O(#parameters) ∼ O(N2), we did not see it practical to
continue this line of research in this work. With current
qubit counts and shot repetition rates the optimization of
variational algorithms of meaningful size remains a major
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FIG. 9. Optimization trace of a 6 qubit RG simulation at
g = −0.9, targeting the blue dashed line (ground state energy
in the seniority-zero space). After an energy estimation using
postselection (black dashed line) and echo verification (red
dashed line) at optimized parameters from a noiseless simu-
lation, all parameters were perturbed by a random variable
drawn from [−0.25, 0.25], and reoptimized over 9 iterations of
Conjugate Model Gradient Descent, using the post-selected
experimental data as a cost function. After perturbation and
after convergence, a single call was made with the converged
parameters to an echo verified energy estimation (red cross).

obstacle.

Appendix F: Additional results and analysis

1. Virtual distillation with and without
postselection

In this appendix, we show the effect that postselection
has on virtual distillation. In Fig. 10, we repeat the plot
of Fig. 2, but with data from VD without postselection on
top. (Other lines are removed to make the plot clearer.)
We see that by itself, VD [light blue curve] outperforms
postselection in terms of energy estimation across most
points of the energy curve, but it is not variationally
bound. This is because without postselection, VD re-
turns unphysical estimates |〈Zi〉| ≥ 1 and |〈D±ij〉| ≥ 1.

(This is a consequence of the two copies of the state not
necessarily being subject to the same noise.) As a con-
sequence of this, our estimate of the order parameter
is complex and non-physical, and therefore not plotted.
This issue can be rectified somewhat by bounding the
estimates of 〈Zi〉 and 〈D±ij〉 to lie in [−1, 1]. Performing

this (Fig. 2, purple curve) allows for an estimate of the
order parameter to be made, however it is clearly qual-
itatively incorrect. Moreover, although the energies are
shifted up, some are still not variationally bounded, and
those that are, often overshoot the energy, making the
absolute error worse. (The variational bound could be
rectified by enforcing positivity conditions on the set of
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FIG. 10. Comparison of virtual distillation with postselection
(yellow), without postselection (light blue), and without post-
selection but while bounding expectation values of Zj and D±ij
in [−1, 1] (purple), for a 10-qubit simulation of ground states
of the RG Hamiltonian across a range of g values. Raw VQE
(blue), postselected VQE (red), and post-selected VD [PS-
VD] data taken from Fig. 2. VQE error bars obtained by
error propagation (1 standard deviation, see App. C 2), VD
error bars obtained by bootstrapping (1 standard deviation).

generated estimates [67].) In summary, the combination
of postselection and virtual distillation is seen here to
have a greater effect than the sum of its parts for energy
error.

We attribute the gain from postselection in virtual dis-
tillation to two sources. Firstly, postselection removes
final readout noise, which VD does not naturally correct
against. (As the estimation of Tr[ρ2] involves a highly
correlated measurement, this cannot be easily corrected
by most readout correction schemes designed to estimate
local Pauli expectation values.) Secondly, though we are
in principle only post-selecting on the sum of the num-
ber of excitations in ρ(1) and the number of excitations in
ρ(2) being equal to N , when combined with virtual dis-
tillation this projects out all noise such as T1 decay and
suppresses any particle-non-conserving noise to second
order. In short, this is because breaking number conser-
vation separately on ρ(1) and ρ(2) yields states which do
not overlap (as they must have different particle num-
ber), and these states cancel out when taking the prod-
uct ρ(1)ρ(2). Let us study this in more detail. Consider
a post-selected estimate of Tr[ρ2O] using VD for O = Zj
(as described in the main text). After postselecting on∑
j(1⊗ Zj + Zj ⊗ 1) = N , we can write our global state

as

ρ2 =
∑
p,q,r,s

cp,q,r,s|p〉〈q| ⊗ |r〉〈s|, (F1)

where p, q, r, s index the basis states of both systems.
(Following projection, ρ2 will no longer be a product
state.) Let us write np = 〈p|

∑
j Zj |p〉 etc as the num-

ber of excitations in these basis states (i.e. the Ham-
ming weight of the index), and our projection requires
cp,q,r,s = 0 unless np +nr = nq +ns = N . (This assumes
WLOG we are at half-filling, and ideally np = nr = nq =
ns = N/2.) Then, as Os preserves particle number for
O = Zj , the only contribution to

Tr
[
ρ2S

(2)(Zj ⊗ I + I ⊗ Zj)
]

=
∑
p,q,r,s

cp,q,r,sδs,pδr,q

(
〈s|Zj |s〉+ 〈r|Zj |r〉

)
, (F2)

comes from those terms cp,q,p,q. (The same is true for our

estimate of Trace[ρ2S
(2)].) This implies that a non-zero

contribution to Trace[ρ2S
(2)] comes only from matrix el-

ements |p〉〈q| ⊗ |p〉〈q| where np = N
2 + δ, nq = N

2 − δ.
When δ = 0, our matrix element |p〉〈q| ⊗ |p〉〈q| is in the
number-conserving sector. When δ 6= 0, our matrix el-
ement corresponds to a product of coherent superposi-
tions between the N/2 + 1 and N/2 − 1 sector on both
qubits. This implies that noise channels such as the T1
channel will be completely mitigated as these off-diagonal
elements do not exist. Coherent noise may cause some
of these off-diagonal elements to appear (consider e.g. a
single-qubit X rotation on the state 1√

2
(|01〉 + |10〉).),

however this is required to happen on both states to con-
tribute, which suppresses it to second order. (This is
in contrast to coherent noise that preserves number, to
which we can be first-order sensitive.) The above analy-
sis has assumed that the postselection is perfect; readout
noise would complicate the above.

2. Distribution of errors in Pauli expectation value
estimation

In Fig. 11, we plot a histogram of the error in esti-
mating the expectation values of Pauli operators, taking
data from Fig. 2, Fig. 12, and Fig. 3. We observe that the
mean error in both cases for cyclobutene is slightly worse
than for the RG model, but only by a small percentage.
(This justifies our claim in Sec. IV that a 0.1 a.u. error
in the RG Hamiltonian is approximately 1 − 2 orders of
magnitude larger than chemical accuracy for a 10-qubit
system.) As the difference between systems here is mini-
mal (changing only the value of some virtual Z rotations),
we can only attribute this difference to the performance
of the device whilst taking these datasets. Going from 6
to 10 qubits increases the mean error in all experiments
by a factor 1.5−2×. As the Hamiltonian for both the RG
model and cyclobutene has a number of terms scaling as
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FIG. 11. Histogram of the expectation value error in Pauli
operators P = Zj , P = ZiZj or P = D±ij (Eq. (B27)), across
all data taken for the experiment mentioned. Mean error
across the dataset is given.

O(N2); assuming that the errors follow a roughly Gaus-
sian distribution would predict the energy error scales
O(N)× the error per each individual operator. This then
predicts a gain in energy of 2.5− 3.3×, which lies in be-
tween the observation of Fig. 3 and Fig.4. This suggests
that the RG model energy estimation at large N may
have had some benevolent cancellation of noise, and like-
wise for the cyclobutene energy estimation at small N .

3. Smaller studies of the RG Hamiltonian

In Fig. 12, we present experimental simulations of the
ground state of the RG Hamiltonian for 4, 6, and 8
qubits. The method to produce these figures is identi-
cal to that used in the production of Fig. 2, save for the
number of qubits and shots used. Aggregated data from
these figures was used to generate the scaling plots of
Fig. 4.
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FIG. 12. Identical experiment to Fig. 2, but for 4 (top-left), 6(top-right), and 8 (bottom) qubits instead of 10. Aggregate data
is used in Fig. 4. (top-left) Energy plot for the RG system as a function of the coupling parameter g, for an unmitigated state
preparation [blue circles], and state preparation mitigated by postselection [red crosses], echo verification [yellow triangles], and
postselected virtual distillation [green squares]. This is compared to the exact DOCI result [black solid line], and BCS [purple
dashed line]. (top-right) Log plot of experimental energy error (ignoring the model error from the UpCCD approximation).

(bottom-left) Superconducting order parameter for the RG Hamiltonian (∆ = 1
N

∑
j,σ

√
〈n2
jσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2), again compared to

classical models. (bottom-right) Experimental error in estimating the superconducting order parameter vs the target state
within the UpCCD approximation (again ignoring model error). 1 std. dev. error bars estimated by either propagating
variance (Raw VQE, PS-VQE) or bootstrapping (EV, PS-VD).
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